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Flamingo Flambé 
with Brandied Cherry Sauce

Ingredients

2 (8-oz.)  flamingo breasts with bone and 
skin (reserve feathers for masquer-
ade entry or festive garnish)

1 oz.  melted butter (margarine is for wimps 
who can’t handle butterfat)

1 tsp.  paprika (red stuff…adds a bit of 
zip…good for Hungarian flamingos)

1  oz.  brandy (or 4 oz., 3 of which should be applied to the cook internally)

1 pinch salt and white pepper to taste

Bing Cherry Sauce

1  (8-oz.) can black bing cherries (or, alternatively, one can black bob  
cherries…but bing had a better singing voice)

2  Tbsp.  Burgundy wine (so the recipe claims; me, however, I grab whatever 
decent, zippy red wine we happened to have saved the last glass  
or so of for cooking…since we drink mostly Cabs, Merlots and 
Zinfandels, it’s usually not a Burgundy)

2  Tbsp. sugar (don’t even try to use the pink stuff…live a little)

½ tsp. cornstarch

1 pinch* salt

*  Now, how much is a pinch, you ask? Well, that depends on your fingers. But you can’t say 
“to taste” in a chicken flamingo recipe anymore, because some idiot will put it on the raw 
chicken flamingo and then lick it and then you get liability problems for harming some 
poor git, when you should be receiving medals for thinning the herd and improving the 
gene pool. But I digress.

Explore tomorrow at the 

September 2-6, 2004
Hynes Convention
Center
Boston, Massachusetts

G U E S T S  O F  H O N O R

• Terry Pratchett

• William Tenn
• Jack Speer
• Peter Weston

M E M B E R S H I P  R AT E S
( T h r o u g h  J u l y  3 1,  2 0 0 4 )

Attending membership: US$ 180 
Includes all events; all five days.

Individual day rates will be available in
Summer 2004. See our web page for details.

Child’s admission: US$ 105
(12 & under as of Sept. 6, 2004;
Child’s admission does not include
publications or voting rights.)

Child-in-tow: FREE
Children who will be with their parents 
100% of the time are admitted free.

Installment plan available; for info or 
to buy on line, see www.noreascon.org

C O N TA C T U S
Noreascon Four/MCFI
P.O. Box 1010
Framingham, MA 01701

Web page: www.noreascon.org
Email: info@noreascon.org

“World Science Fiction Convention” is a service mark 
of the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated
literary society.

“Noreascon“ is a service mark of Massachusetts
Convention Fandom, Inc. 

The Noreascon 4 logo and this flyer use pictures 
taken by the Hubble Space Telescope, made available
by NASA and STScI.

The 62nd World Science Fiction Convention

Strange new worlds
• Hundreds of Earth’s best science fiction and fantasy authors, artists,

and editors.

• Enjoy a full, interactive program of discussion panels, demos, debates,
readings, and casual chats with professionals, fans, and scientists.

• Discover the fantastic in our exhibits about science fiction and science
fact from tomorrow, today, and yesterday.

• TV and film sneak peeks, movies and anime not seen elsewhere, and
special give-aways.

• Amazing art show of today’s original work, including book covers,
gaming cards, wearable art, sculpture...plus a classic art retrospective. 

• For sale: our dealers offer a stunning array of books, art, books, jewelry,
books, games, books, and rarities.

• Join now and help decide who wins the prestigious Hugo Awards
celebrating the brightest and the best of science fiction and fantasy. 

• Daily special events featuring the Hugo Awards ceremony, the
Worldcon Masquerade, dances, concerts, guest of honor presentations,
and more. So much more.

Plus: children’s programming, gaming, hospitality areas, costuming,
music, and really, really neat people to meet. You can even lend a helping
hand and see the convention from the inside.

Not-so-alien lifeforms
We’re fans. Some of us are professional
writers, editors, publishers, scientists,
artists, musicians, humorists, and
merry pranksters. We come from
around the world and we welcome 
new friends and fellow travelers from 
near and far. (Discounts may apply for
interstellar travelers.) (Proof of extra-Solar
citizenship required.)

The Worldcon is coming to Boston on Labor Day
Weekend, 2004, and we hope you’ll join us for some 
or all five days of wonder! The World Science
Fiction Convention offers you people to meet, things 
to do, and new worlds of the mind to explore.

World
Science Fiction

Convention
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Gahkablahka (n.)  Traffic tie-up caused by people looking at an accident 
on the other side of the road. Only in Boston could you get “gawker” and 
“blocker” to rhyme. Coined by long-time WEEI traffic reporter Kevin 
O’Keefe, who also came up with “stall’n’crawl,” “cram’n’jam” and “snail trail.”

Hair Wall (n.)  The coiffure look of the ’80s with bangs sprayed vertically 
while the rest of the hair is pulled tightly back in a “Banana Clip” which 
creates “Gladiator Head.”

How why ya? (coll.)  How are you?

Kegga (n.)  A beeah bash.

Live-n-kickin’ (adj.)  The only kind of lobstahs you’ll find at Boston deli 
countahs.

The Otha Side (prop. n.)  The rest of Boston to an East Boston resident 
(because the rest of the city is on “the otha side” of the tunnel).

Pahluh (n.)  Front room in a triple decka, a.k.a., the living room.

Perambulate the bounds (coll.)  Ancient tradition in which selectmen of 
neighboring towns meet once every five years to walk their town boundaries 
to ensure nobody has moved the boundary stones. Usually done early on a 
Saturday morning with a couple of bottles of liquor for company.

Plenny a chahm (coll.)  What all houses for sale have, at least according to 
the brokers. Really old houses also tend to have “characta,” especially if the 
roof and floors need to be replaced.

PSDS (n.)  What you get when you want to wear earrings (you know, one 
hole in each).

Rawregg (n.)  An uncooked egg.

Rawrout (coll.)  Meteorological condition characterized by low tempera-
tures and a biting wind: “Boy, it’s wicked rawrout theah!”

Saddadee (prop. n.)  The day after Friday.

Squeet (phrase)  “Let’s go eat,” at least in Lynn.

Triple Eagle (prop. n.)  Somebody who went to Boston College High School, 
Boston College and Boston College Law School. In some circles, more 
prestigious than a Hahvuhd degree. 

Vinyihd, The (prop. n.)  Island south of the Cape.

•   Bawstinonics36 Recipes for Disaster

Instructions

Preparing Bing or Bob Cherry Sauce:

Drain juice from cherries (into a pan would be good…if you’ve just poured  
it down the sink, you are so screwed). Combine juice with wine, sugar, 
cornstarch, and salt; mix thoroughly. Do not drink this mixture. The corn-
starch will seal your colon shut. (Okay, that’s a lie, probably.) Bring mixture 
to a boil until sauce thickens. Have you ever noticed that recipes don’t tell 
you how long that’s going to be? And when they do, it’s a rank canard? 
(Nevermind…different fowl recipe.) Add the drained cherries. To the sauce. 
Stir ’em up a little. Set the sauce aside.

Turn off that burner.

Cooking the Flamingo:

Season flamingo breast with salt, white pepper, paprika, and brush with 
butter. You’ve done this correctly if your fingers are pink and the flamingo 
breast looks a bit like it originally did with the feathers on. Bake for  
30 minutes at 325°F. or until cooked and tender. Remove from oven (remem-
ber the first rule of chemistry and baking: hot glass looks just the same as 
cold glass). Place flamingo in a medium-size ovenproof serving dish and 
cover with sauce. Have table set (with dishes), candles (or guest) lit, all 
accompaniments on table, and turn off lights when ready to flambé. Make 
sure you can still see what you’re doing, however. 

How to Flambé:

Pour ¼ ounce of brandy over dish (well, over flamingo and into dish, actually) 
and place in middle of table. Using long wooden matches, ignite flamingo 
breast. When flame goes out and liquor has burned off, you are ready to 
serve. It is generally not advisable to do the flaming-lighting thing within  
15 minutes of having applied the spare 3 ounces to the inside of the cook.

Yield: 2 servings
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 “No, we’re not Cajun,
 but we do have leftovers” 

Jambalaya” 
Mike Benveniste & Deb Geisler,

Ingredients

4 Tbsp. butter

2 Tbsp.  corn oil (or whatever other 
kind of oil you have laying 
around) (good olive oil is 
wasted)

3 lb.  de-boned chicken breasts, 
cut into large (1½   inch) dice

2 cups chopped onions

1 cup  chopped scallions (or 
shallots, if you know Priscilla, 
too)

4 cloves  garlic (cloves, NOT heads) 
or so

2 cups chopped red pepper1

1 cup chopped celery

1  The recipe actually calls for green 
pepper. But Mark and Priscilla Olson 
(past Minicon Fan Guests) are good 
friends who usually eat this dish with 
us, and they believe green bell peppers 
are poison. So we use red…the fl avor’s 
the same, and everybody’s happy.

3 lb.  miscellaneous pork: any 
mixture of leftover pork loin, 
ham, Andouille sausage, hot 
smoked sausage, etc. (you 
want some sausage in this, 
cut into rounds)

1 tsp. cayenne pepper

1 tsp. chili powder

2  bay leaves (yes, we know more 
than one bay leaf per recipe 
is almost illegal; it’s certainly 
immoral)

1 tsp. dried thyme

4 Tbsp. chopped fresh parsley

2 cans (25 oz.) tomatoes

2 cups long-grained rice

Beer and/or water

1-2 lb.  shrimp, raw in shell (these 
may have been previously 
frozen), rinsed thoroughly

6 Recipes for Disaster

Bawstinonics #2:  
A continuing guide to 
Wicked Good English

(as it are spoken in the Hub)
Stolen from multiple sources; edited by Deb Geisler

Ahnt (n.)  Your uncle’s wife.Ahnt (n.)  Your uncle’s wife.Ahnt

Av (prop. n.)  An avenue with a long offi  cial name, for example, Mass-Av (prop. n.)  An avenue with a long offi  cial name, for example, Mass-Av
av (instead of Massachusetts Avenue) and Comm-av (rather than 
Commonwealth Avenue). For many years, the Boston Globe even used “av.” 
(yes, in lower case) rather than “Ave.”

Th e B’s (prop. n.)  Th e local NHL team. Also known as Da Broons.

Bang (v.)  Make an abrupt left turn (see hook for the right-turn equivalent): Bang (v.)  Make an abrupt left turn (see hook for the right-turn equivalent): Bang
“He went to bang a left and take a uey but lost control.” (Uey = U-turn.) For 
more normal turns, the appropriate word is “hang.”

B’daydas (n.)  You can serve them mashed, or whipped or boiled.

Breakdown Lane (prop. n.)  Highway shoulder. Also, an oxymoron – the 
last place you want to break down in greater Boston is in the breakdown 
lane, especially during rush hour, when it becomes the high-speed lane (in 
some places, even legally).

Th e Cape (prop. n.)  Massachusetts has two capes – Ann and Cod – but 
only the latter is Th e Cape.

Chowdahead (n., coll.)  Stupid person.

Cuber (prop. n.)  Island south of Florida; capital is Havanner.

Dressa draw (n.)  Piece of bedroom furniture used for storing clothes. Dressa draw (n.)  Piece of bedroom furniture used for storing clothes. Dressa draw

Foddy (n.)  Th e numbah aftah thihdy-nine. Foddy (n.)  Th e numbah aftah thihdy-nine. Foddy

Fudgicle (n.)  A Boston Fudgsicle.
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Bahston English Explained
Stolen from multiple sources; edited by Deb Geisler

bzah (adj.) Strange, weahd.

Chahlz (prop.n.) The rivah.

chowdah (n.) Clams, milk, buttah

connah (n.) Where streets intersect.

fok (n.) What you eat pahster with in the Noahth End.

hahbah (n.) What they dumped tea into in 1773.

Hahvid (prop. n.) Country day school across the rivah.

hahf-ahst (adj.) Done without regard to detail.

heah (v.) Done with the eahs. “Listen my children and you shall heah of the 
midnight ride of Paul Reveah.”

khakis (n.) What you staht the cah with.

nowtheastah (n.) Stowm that blows in from the wottah.

Noo Yok (prop. n.) Small town about 200 miles southwest of Tremont 
Street.

pahk (v.) Cahn’t do it in Hahvid Yahd. Not downtown eithah.

pichahs (n.) They throw fastballs at Fenway.

Reveah (person) He rode through Ahlington on a hoss shouting “To Ahms!”

shuah Of course.

sketchy (adj.) Used to describe a weahd place/person/food

shot (adj.) Not tall.

wicked (adj.) Like “that was one wicked thick frappe.”

yiz (pron.) You, plural. As in: ”Ah yiz goin‘ down the Cape tomorrah?”
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Instructions

To make this, you really need a cauldron. Or at least a large vat. We have a  
5-gallon, heavy-bottomed, stainless steel brewpot, and a wicked long 
wooden spoon. (You do need a heavy-bottomed pan; one of those thin, 
white-enameled wussy things won’t work.) 

Melt the butter and add the corn oil to it. Dump in all of the chicken breast 
cubes (or cubist shapes) and sauté until sort of browned. Remove the 
chicken to a large bowl (use a slotted spoon, because you’ll need the excess 
oil). To this hot oil, add the onions, scallions, garlic, red pepper, and celery. 
If you are using uncooked pork for any of the “miscellaneous pork,” add it 
at this point and cook with the veggies. Otherwise, just cook the veggies 
together, muttering “my, that looks lovely,” and “will you smell that?” Sauté 
until veggies are golden and meat is sort of cooked.

Dump the chicken back in. And all of the pork. And the spices. And the 
tomatoes. And the rice. You’ll add about 3 bottles of beer or about 4 cups of 
extra liquid. Use up that BudCoorsMillerPabst(Milwaukee’sFinest) someone 
brought to your last party and nobody drank. Now’s the time. Take a 
wooden spoon and give this all a good stir. You have now had your aerobic 
workout for the day. Pat everything down, so all of the rice is below the 
liquid, more or less.

Cook. For a while. Have a few non-expendable beers. Eventually, this will 
come up to a simmer. Have a couple more beers. This will cook at a simmer 
for about 45 minutes. You want it done, but you want the rice to retain some 
body, too. About 30 minutes into a 45-minute cooking time, add the shrimp, 
pushing them all down into the liquid. They’ll cook up just fine.

Correct seasoning with salt, pepper, and Tabasco sauceTM 2

Serve with beers.

See notes on page 8.

Yield:  Feeds 20-25 fans (depending on what else is available for dinner, if 

there have been munchies served beforehand, etc.)

2  Remember that it’s easier to add heat than to take it out. Don’t over-correct on the 
Tabasco; serve the dish with hot sauces and let people happily do the screaming Cajun 
macho thing.
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Notes:

This is a leftover dish. It was created as a way to spice up and use up meat, 
extending it with rice and veg. So, several things should be remembered:

 •  You can toss in any peppers you happen to have (but Habañeros and 
Scotch bonnets and so on should take the place of cayenne.) (This ain’t 
Texas. This ain’t chili.).

•   The above is a recipe that has been doubled from the original guidelines. 
We never make this for the 6-8 that the original (un-Miked) recipe says 
it serves. We often use 9 lbs. or more of meat and shrimp. If you want, 
you can chop most of this in half (well, except the cauldron).

•  If someone else shows up, calls at the last minute, or says they’re bringing 
cousin Ernie, add more rice and more beer. No biggie.

• Don’t serve this on paper plates. You’ll be sorry. So will your carpet.

•  Some accompaniments are nice. Salad works well. (Mike says French 
bread is okay.) (Except he whinges when I make him go to the store at  
the last minute to get it.) People may want to bring stuff to dinner, but  
if they find out we’re making jambalaya, they often don’t bother. (Which 
is a good thing, because this is already a helluva lot of food, and we’d 
have too many leftovers.) You can maybe make corn bread, if you have  
a good recipe.

•  This does re-heat. Don’t worry about the shrimp being re-heated; most  
of them get gleaned long before it’s time to put the leftovers away.

Deb.sig

Sometimes I lie awake at night, and I ask, ‘Where have I gone 

wrong?’ Then a voice says to me, ‘This is going to take more 

than one night.’

– Charlie Brown
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My SF&F interests are fairly eclectic, running the gamut from the profound 
to the silly. My most recent guilty pleasure is a large series of murder 
mysteries by J.D. Robb (a pseudonym for romance writter Nora Roberts) set 
some 50 years in (an improbable) future. I like television and films but don’t 
watch a lot of them (the result of a weird schedule and no TIVO, probably). 
My other interests include homebrewing, cooking, minimalist gardening 
(we have a deck and too much wildlife, so we’ve got a “deck farm”), making 
jewelry, and sleeping.

My husband is Michael Benveniste, a software architect with a legal back-
ground, a love of good SF&F, and a low taste for puns. He is an amazing 
man, and I’m very thankful we found each other. Mike is 20 hours older 
than I am. He never forgets my birthday.

If you want to send me email, do please feel free. Write me at 
deb@clearether.com. But please don’t try to sell me Viagra, a penis  
enlarger, an Internet Spy device, or a sure-fire kit for making millions at 
home by stuffing envelopes. I’ve got all of those.

There was a young Lensman from Tellus

who with several alien fellas

got lenses so round

(they weighed half a pound)

that all of the zwilniks were jealous.
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And I got this invitation, and I thought about it a bit, and I checked to make 
sure it wasn’t addressed to someone else, and then I talked to my husband 
Mike Benveniste, and then I said, “Th is is so cool; of course I’ll come!” (Only 
it took something like fi ve screens of email for me to say that.)

…and telling you who I am…

Deb Geisler is a 45-year-old fan who lives 20 miles from Boston, 
Massachusetts, works on conventions, has edited books for NESFA Press, 
and has a deep and abiding loathing for the color pink. 

My “home” convention is Boskone, an annual convention in Boston.  
Boskone 41 will be held in February 2004. I was the chairman of Boskone 
36, in 1999, and I’ve worked in every Boskone area except treasury and child-
care. I’ve helped out at a number of other conventions, and I’m currently the 
chairman of Noreascon Four, the 62nd World Science Fiction Convention, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 2004.

Boskone is the annual labor of love of the New England Science Fiction 
Association , which also runs NESFA Press. NESFA Press is a totally volun-
teer small press, which features books by convention guests of honor (both 
Boskone guests and some Worldcon guests) and the “NESFA Choice” series 
of books — high-quality hardcover and trade paperbacks designed to bring 
out-of-print authors back into the public eye. I’ve edited two NESFA Press 
books: Tomorrow Happens, by David Brin (2003) and Expecting Beowulf, 
by Tom Holt (2002).  NESFA editors don’t get paid for their work (and even 
have to buy their own copy of the book), but we do get enormous satisfaction. 

As for my hatred of pink, well, it has to do with fl amingoes. If you want the 
whole story, you need to work through my discussion of how we worked to 
bring the Worldcon to Boston in 2004. It starts on p. 20 of Noreascon Four’s 
fi rst progress report. 

Professionally, I am a university professor at Suff olk University in Boston. 
My fi eld is communication and journalism, and part of my job is to act as 
Graduate Program Director for our department. You can see the work of one 
of my students at ClearEther.com (a domain my husband and I bought some 
while back). Th is was the best page designed last year in three introductory 
classes in the fall semester. Th e site will change at the end of this fall semes-
ter, to display a new student’s work. If you wish, you can see some of the 
material I put up for my classes (try CJN 721: E-communities & the Digital 
Divide as a sample).
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Deb’s Mom’s 
Sweet Rolls

Geri Sullivan asked me to write down this recipe for sweet rolls, but she 
hadn’t really bargained on what that would mean. “Do you mind giving 
people the recipe?” she asked. “Well, no, not at all,” sez I. Th e problem is 
that I’m not a recipe writer, and in order to do the sweet roll thing right, you 
really need to have watched my Mom make them for about 25 years (as I 
did) before trying them yourself. Mine are good; Mom’s are still better.

I believe the original recipe for the dough (from which all sweet rollness 
fl ows) appeared in the 1955 version of the Joy of Cooking (which should be Joy of Cooking (which should be Joy of Cooking
subtitled “Primer for the Kitchen”). Now, I wouldn’t give you two hoots for 
a lot of the actual “cooking” recipes in there (which involve instant this and 
canned that), but the baking recipes should never have been messed with by 
subsequent editions or editors.

Th is is a yeast dough. Making sweet rolls is really an all-day occupation, so I 
never bother to make a single batch. (One of Mom’s kitchen lessons: it takes 
almost as much energy to make 12 pies as it does to make one.) Th ey freeze 
spectacularly well (baked), and that way you have sweet rolls for those cold, 
nasty, snowy winter mornings.

Deb’s rule: never use substandard ingredients. Th is calls for butter, sugar, 
and real eggs. Use them. Screwing around and trying to cheap out will 
result in a substandard product. I don’t waste my time making substandard 
products. My time is more valuable than that.
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Yeast dough

Make starter sponge of:

2 packages yeast (or 4½   tsp.) (yes, that says 2)

1 cup  warm milk (this used to say “scalded”; nuke it until it’s warm 
and skip the pan)

1 cup fl our

Whisk yeast into milk (or vice versa — this is very forgiving). Stir in fl our, 
mushing down lumps and stuff . Cover and let rise. (Cover with a towel or 
with plastic wrap.)

In mixing bowl, beat:

1 cup butter

½   cup sugar

2-3 eggs

1 tsp. salt

2 tsp. grated lemon rind

Beat the butter until it’s fl uff y, add in sugar and beat that until it’s fl uff y 
again. Add the eggs one at a time. [Digression #1: the eggs. I always buy extra 
large eggs, since they’re nearly the same price as the large. And I always use 
three eggs in this recipe, since I believe in being at the top of the range. Your 
mileage may vary. Remember: this is a very forgiving recipe.] Sprinkle in 
the salt while beating, and ditto the grated lemon rind. [Digression #2: the 
lemon rind. You can buy either grated lemon peel or grated citrus peel in the 
grocery store’s spice section. Either works fi ne. Or, if you have no memory 
and leave the store with everything you need except the lemon peel again, as 
usual, you can use a grater and make your own. It will impart a more asser-
tive lemon tone. Orange can also be used.]

Beat in the sponge you’ve had rising. If you can’t fi gure out why it’s called a 
sponge, it’s not ready to add.

Beat in, in ½  -¾   cup increments, about 3½   cups all-purpose fl our. (I use King 
Arthur. I’ve discovered that if I use the bleached kind, it seems to impart a 
strange overtone to my sweet rolls, but this is probably psychological.)

Th e dough will be sticky, but it will have body. Plop it into a good-sized 
metal bowl (at least three times larger than the dough blob) and cover with 
a towel or with plastic wrap. Let rise until doubled.

•   Sweet Rolls

Deb Geisler’s 
Minicon 39 Web Page

On April 13, 2003, the Minnesota Science 
Fiction Society (Minn-StF) invited me to come 
to Minneapolis next Easter weekend, braving 
the cold and snow and frozen corpses…okay, 
probably not. Probably it will be colder in Boston next Easter than it will 
be in Minneapolis. And I’m sure there won’t really be people-sicles on the 
sidewalks of the Twin Cities. 

On coming to Minicon 39…

But all my life I’ve heard about the cooooolllllldddddd northern mid-west 
of the U.S. My mother lived in Fargo, North Dakota as a child. (It should be 
noted that this had a disasterous impact on her adult life. She has a button 
that reads, “I am the mother of all things. And all things will wear a sweater.” 
When I was growing up, any winter clothing that allowed any skin to show 
was bad winter clothing. Like we were going to get lured into the wilderness 
and become a light snack for bears with a taste for frozen Ohioans. We lived 
in Cleveland’s suburbs, for goshsakes.) She never got over it. Not really.

I’ve heard about the outlets in parking garages for plugging in block heaters. 
We’ve heard about the “frozen tundra of Lambeau…” Oh, nevermind. Th at’s 
Green Bay. But still, Minneapolis is way up there, so I’ve always assumed 
Minnesotans were inured to frostbite, and the rest of us would die. (I’ve read, 
after all, the stuff  about the Minnesotan Annotated Th ermometer.)

So anyway, Minn-StF (through the email of their ambassador Geri Sullivan) 
sent me this lovely invitation. Out of the blue. To be a guest and all. At their 
convention. I don’t mean to sound (well, read — you can’t hear me) ingenuous. 
I’m still pretty amazed every time I think about this, and I’ll probably grin 
my way through Easter weekend next year (although mom says to keep your 
mouth closed outside, since if the temperature gets too low and you’re out 
long enough, when you come inside and drink a cup of cocoa, your teeth 
crack) (mom’s occasionally a sick puppy).
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Willis notes that many of the writers who have influenced her are (not 
surprisingly) short story writers like Zenna Henderson, Kit Reed, Fredric 
Brown, Shirley Jackson, and Damon Knight. “I love everybody’s work and I 
love the short story more than anything. I think almost all the great SF has 
been written at shorter lengths,” she said in the Dozois chat.

Willis knew she wanted to be a writer, but worked as an elementary school 
teacher for two years. “Then I had a baby, quit to stay home with the baby 
and thought that was a good time to write. Ha ha ha,” she quipped to Dozois. 
She wrote SF for eight years, during which time her first SF story sale, “The 
Secret of Santa Titicaca,” appeared in 1971 in Worlds of If. (It’s about sentient 
Inca frogs.)

Her writing career has included collaborative work (with Cynthia Felice) and 
solo work, SF and “tawdry confession” stories for True Romance and True 
Confessions magazines. The latter were, said Willis, “great fun to write,” and 
kept her writing before her SF career began.

But, she told Dozois and the online audience, “I think SF is the most free and 
open of all the genres. Romances, you’re tied to a single plot with a couple of 
variations. Westerns, you’re tied to a locale and a lot of conventions of detail. 
Mystery, the mystery has to be central, not the characterization. But in SF 
you can do anything!”

Certainly you can do anything in SF – if you’re Connie Willis, who does it 
all well.

Wait a minute.  You mean I don’t get paid for this?

Dammit.

And now I find out that I have to pay for my own 
hotel rooms, buy my own membership, bake for 
the committee, and I get no fanboys to help me 
re-arrange the furniture in my house.

Note to self:  get contract terms clearly spelled out 
before next election.
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Making the Sweet Rolls

You will now have the basis for about a bazillion kinds of sweet rolls. The 
kind I most often make for large crowds are a filled, rolled sweet roll that’s 
then slathered in a farm-style frosting. I’m going to give you the general 
information, but you’ll have to experiment with proportions (which are 
never really exact). You may also use this dough to make cinnamon pull-
apart or sticky buns or others of your own devising.

Rolled Sweet Rolls

These are filled with any number of flavors of filling. I’ve made them filled 
with almond paste, poppy seed paste, apple, apricot, cherry, and raspberry. 
And I cheat. As my mother before me did cheat. We use a line of fillings 
called Solo. With the wonders of the internet, you can find these fillings 
online. If you’re even luckier, your grocery store will carry them. They’re in 
unassuming cans, and they’ll either be in the Kosher foods section or in the 
baking section of your store. Use one can per sweet roll. Stir ’em up first.

Take a blob of dough. For each batch you make (above), this will be about 
⅓-½ of the dough. Spread it out to form a rectangle, slightly wider than it 
is deep. It’ll be roughly 10 x 14 inches or so. Don’t spread it too thin. (You 
can use a rolling pin, but this is easier done by hand. It’s a very butter-heavy 
dough, so it won’t stick to your hands.) Spread the dough out on waxed 
paper. It’s much easier to handle the finished product by hoisting it on the 
paper. Smear one can or slightly less of the filling on the dough, and spread 
evenly, leaving about 1½ inches as an uncoated border all around  
the sweet roll.

Starting at the back (it’s easier for me), roll toward you like a jelly-roll. When 
it’s tightly rolled, transfer the roll to a greased baking sheet (11 x 17), prefer-
ably seam-side down. (If the seam’s at the top, don’t worry.) Curve this roll 
around until you have a single loop, and mush together to form a seal. Using 
a sharp knife, you will make a series of cuts all around the perimeter of the 
dough, going about ⅓ of the roll deep, and spacing the cuts about 1 to 1½ 
inches apart. When all of the cuts have been made, take each of the sections 
formed and curve toward you so that you make a decorative, consistent 
pattern with the filling showing.

Cover the sweet roll with a towel and allow to rise about 1 hour. Bake at  
350°F. Urm. For a while. About 30 minutes. They’ll turn a light golden brown 
on the top. Press inside the circle to ensure doneness. Remove from oven, 
leave on pans, and allow to cool.

Deb Geisler 11
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Frosting for Rolled Sweet Rolls

Until I was in graduate school, I only knew two kinds of frosting: Mom’s and 
store-bought. A friend of mine showed me “boiled icing,” and my country 
heart quailed at all of that work for something that didn’t taste like much 
of anything. This frosting is easy. Why do people use canned? It’s a vanilla 
frosting, and I make no apologies for vanilla in this case. It’s rich enough. 
Don’t mess with it.

½ cup (one stick) butter (no, not margarine) (I mean it) (really)

1 lb. confectioner’s sugar

Some cream,  half and half, evaporated milk, or milk  
(in descending order of preference)

1–2 tsp. vanilla (the real stuff…not “vanilla flavored pap”)

Allow the butter to soften while the sweet rolls are rising. After you take 
the sweet rolls out of the oven, but before you go to bed (large window of 
opportunity), beat the hell out of the butter. Add some confectioner’s sugar 
and continue beating the hell out of it. Dump in the vanilla. Beat the stuff 
some more. You’re going to use up all of the confectioner’s sugar, but only as 
much cream as you absolutely have to have. Don’t add in cream until you see 
how stiff the frosting is. Then add it by teaspoons, and slowly. Beat between 
teaspoons. You want this to be firm, spreadable, and not mushy. I love my 
KitchenAid.

Frost the sweet rolls (it is not necessary to cover every square inch. In fact, 
you want to frost the insides of that circle and leave the oozing outsides 
unfrosted. It’s more attractive.). Don’t be faint-hearted about this; thin 
frosting layers are a sign of a weak mind. Once it’s frosted, you can decorate 
as you wish. At Christmas, Mom always made these large, round sweet rolls 
into something looking like a holly wreath by sprinkling green colored sugar 
around the white frosting and decorating with red hots (holly berries). Use 
some blanched almonds on the almond filled ones. Sprinkle poppy seeds on 
the poppy-seed filled. Maybe some cinnamon on the Dutch apple. Etc.

Cut the finished product like a pie. Serve wedges with lots of fresh coffee  
or tea.

•   Sweet Rolls 
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Power corrupts. Absolute power is kind of neat.

– John Lehman, Secretary of the Navy 1981-1987

Connie Willis
Boskone 36 Program Book Bio

Mention Connie Willis to the average SF reader, and they will probably 
think of her Hugo and Nebula Awards, or the John W. Campbell Award 
she won for her first novel, Lincoln’s Dreams. They will think of her vivid 
writing, her wit, and her piercing evaluations of social movement excesses.

Willis is certainly one of the most-awarded authors in SF history. She’s won 
six Hugos and an equal number of Nebula Awards, for work of all lengths: 
short stories, novellas, novelettes and novels alike.

But there is a lot more to Connie Willis than her fiction.

She loves the soap opera All My Children (she’s been an avid viewer since it 
started). She watched the entire O.J. Simpson trial. She sings soprano in a 
Congregationalist choir, and claims that everything you need to know about 
the world “can be learned in a church choir.” And she’s much in demand as 
a speaker and program participant at conventions, making a notable (and 
much-acclaimed) appearance as the Toastmaster at L.A.con III in 1996.

Willis, a Colorado native, is the mother of one daughter, Cordelia, and the 
wife of Courtney Willis, a university physics professor. She featured her dog 
(Gracie) and her cat (Lori Darlin’) in a recent book, and says her own favorite 
book is Sigrid Undset’s Kristin Lavransdatter (“Nobody’s ever heard of her, 
even though she won the Nobel prize in 1920, but her books are wonderful”).

She has heroes: “Fred Astaire is my hero. I love him because he was willing 
to kill himself to make his art look effortless. And because he proved it’s 
possible to be an artist and a good person,” she told SF Weekly [http://www.
scifi.com/sfw/issue17/interview.html] “[Robert] Heinlein is probably the 
biggest influence on my writing,” she noted in an August 1998 online chat 
with Gardner Dozois [available at http://www.cybling.com/artists/awillis.
html]. “I love his sense of humor, his down-to-earth approach to the future, 
and his clever plots.”
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“Every morning I get up and look through the Forbes list of the 

richest people in America. If I’m not there, I go to work.”

– Robert Orben
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If you can’t be a good example, then you’ll just have 

to be a horrible warning.

– Catherine

Deb.sig

Some days you are the bug,

some days you are the windshield.
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Cinnamon Pull-Apart

You see this done in stores a lot. It’s pretty sad. The first time I ever had 
grocery-store bakery pull-aparts, I almost sobbed, missing Mom’s. Why? 
Well, it’s really all about the butter.

To make this, start with the dough. Grab a hunk out of the bowl after it’s 
risen. You’re going to chop slices off of this hunk, dunk them in melted 
butter, dunk them in cinnamon sugar, then toss with great elan into a pan. 
Melt a stick of butter. (No, not margarine.) Mix up some cinnamon sugar 
(heavy on the cinnamon). If you grew up in a family that didn’t put cin-
namon sugar on toast, I’m very sorry. You’ll use granulated sugar and good 
ground cinnamon. I’d say about a cup of sugar and about 1-2 tablespoons of 
cinnamon. Maybe more. Go with what you like.

Lop off a slice of dough. Dunk in melted butter (immerse that sucker) and 
dribble off the extra butter. Dredge in cinnamon sugar. Put in a loaf pan or 
ring pan. You’re going to want to put subsequent pieces in after, not on top 
of, the first. You’re sort of stacking side-ways. As you work, remember that 
this will rise to double its bulk. You’ll want the pan to be roughly ½ full of 
dunked, dredged dough. When you’ve got the pan filled to that level or a bit 
more, cover with a towel and let rise about 1 hour. Bake at 350°F. until the 
smell drives you wild and the sweet roll is firm to the touch. That’s about30 
minutes or a bit more.

Remove from oven and allow to cool on a wire rack until you can handle the 
pan. Invert the pan onto the rack. The pull-apart should hold its shape, more 
or less. You can wrap it up or eat it standing at the counter. Your choice.

Sticky Buns

These are really the most evil of the bunch in many ways. Mom always made 
them in a brick, using an 8" x 8" or 9" x 9" pan, and you’d break off or neatly 
slice yourself a roll. Then she started using muffin tins for individual rolls. 
I think the brick-style are more evil than the singletons. I’m sure there are 
reasons for it. I don’t know what they are.

In a pan on low heat, place:

1 cup packed dark brown sugar

1 cup dark Karo corn syrup

½ cup (1 stick) butter

Deb Geisler 13

Olive bills are an inherent belief that you don’t need to be specifically 
accountable to the people who put something on your pay-it-forward-tab. 
Instead, they’re an acknowledgment that when you do something good for 
someone, they’ll turn around and do something good for someone else.

You never pay off your olive bill. You pass the richness of your own olives  
off to someone who needs and can appreciate it.

Mark Olson said it in his original posting about the Pass-Along Funds: 
fandom loses if we need to codify our gifts to the future. We make an  
agreement — a gentlefen’s agreement that we will do the right thing. When 
we’re not sure what that right thing is (or which of a myriad of right things 
we should do), why, we ask each other and work it out.

It would be a very sad thing if our gifts to each other came to have para-
graph and section numbers.
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Put the butter at the bottom. Then the sugar, then the syrup. Leave on low 
heat. Do not touch, stir, or mess with it. When the butter is melted com-
pletely, stir it all together and remove from heat.

Put an even amount of this syrup in the bottoms of muffin tins, or pour into 
the bottom of an 8" x 8" or 9" x 9" pan. Don’t fill to more than about ¼ to ½ 
inch deep. Drop whole pecan halves into the syrup, face down. Try not to 
leave many gaps, but do not overlap the pecans. (You may also use chopped 
nuts sprinkled on the goop.)

Take one hunk of sweet roll dough, about the amount you’d used for a filled 
sweet roll. Pat it out to a rectangle, as above for filled sweet rolls. You’re 
going to spread the top of the dough with melted butter (don’t be stingy), 
then sprinkle (with a heavy hand) with cinnamon sugar. Roll up like a jelly 
roll. Cut into slices about 1½-2 inches thick. Place one slice in each of the 
muffin tins. If using a square pan, plan on about nine slices. Mush them in. 
This is also forgiving.

Cover rolls with a towel and allow to rise for about one hour. Bake at 350°F. 
for about 30 minutes (square pan) or 15-20 minutes (muffin tins). Sweet  
rolls are done when the dough is lightly firm to the touch. You’ll probably 
have some spillage, and you’d best plan to run the oven-cleaning program 
that night.

Now comes the yecky part. You’ve got to invert these to get them out. That 
means some of the goop is going to become migratory. If you haven’t over-
filled the pans, you’re golden. Unlikely.

Before inverting onto wire racks, I suggest you lay down waxed paper or 
something expendable to catch the excess syrup. Allow to cool roughly 5 
minutes in pan; invert pan. Cool completely. (Or at least until you won’t 
burn the hell out of your mouth “sampling” the sweet rolls.)

These can be made without nuts, of course.

Notes:

This is the single best dough I’ve ever found for using as a basis for sweet 
rolls. It is forgiving, rich, and relatively easy. Don’t be threatened by the 
sponge, and just go with it. Unfortunately, I can’t tell you how it smells, 
looks, feels…after 25 years of observation and another 20 of making them 
myself, I know when it’s right, but I can’t describe it that easily. If you’re at 
Minicon 39, you can watch the process and taste the end results.

I have been told that people have confidence in my sweet rolls.

•   Sweet Rolls 

Originally posted to the smofs email list during a discussion 
about Worldcon Pass-Along Funds and the possible need to 
further formalize the rules that govern the program.

The Olive Bill

Any time I say or type the words, “the olive 
bill,” my grandfather Shannon and my dad are 
alive again. It started sometime in about 1956. 
My parents were still newlyweds, but strapped 
for cash (as many of us were, at 22). They lived 
in Ypsilanti, Michigan, where dad worked at 
Montgomery Ward and mom wrote for the local 
newspaper (until a rocky pregnancy — me, as it 
turned out — forced her to quit).

On a visit to Bellevue, Ohio (where Dad was from and where Mom had 
finished her Omaha-initiated high school education and, incidentally, fallen 
for the bad boy of the class) (guess who) to see their respective folks, my 
grandfather had picked up a pack of cigarettes for my dad. When Grandpa 
got home, Dad said, “How much do I owe you?” And Grandpa said, “I’ll put 
it on your olive bill.”

The olive bill, of course, was to pay for the martini drop-ins the next time 
cocktails were served. Only the olive bill never came due. It was understood 
in our family that you never paid the “creditor” off in olives — you just  
made sure the next person you met who needed something got it. On the 
Olive Bill.

So. I rarely write this sort of folksy tale, but growing up in my family taught 
me about paying forward. And as I read the wrangling over potentially exact 
wording for a PAF agreement that should never have to be written down, 
shades of the olive bill (with or without pimento) wander past my monitor.

Olive bills aren’t formal contracts. They’re not precisely measured (as if, 
somehow, the size of the olive or its juiciness or the color of its pimento 
matters more than the olive).
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The 62nd World Science Fiction Convention

A Taste of Noreascon 4

Chairman’s Letter, 
Progress Report 2

August 2002

“At the height of laughter, the universe is flung into a kaleidoscope of new 
possibilities,” noted Jean Houston. We want to share the colors of wonder 
and the giddy laughter of amazement with you.

So let me tell you where we’re at in our planning process. We have a cool city 
(but you knew that). We have a great committee (and we hope may of our 
members will join us in crafting the 62nd Worldcon). We’ve got some really 
nifty facilities, and we’ve got some creative imagination.

Our ideas run the gamut from the definite (we’ll have program, dealers, 
special events, art, music, intelligent discussions, enlightening exhibits) to 
the probable (in the next Progress Report, you’ll read about a retrospective 
exhibit of SF/F art we’re building) to the unlikely (one person suggested  
a three-story exhibit that people would enter the convention center  
through – while it’s a really swell idea, we just don’t think we’ll be able  
to pull it off) (that doesn’t mean we’re not going to try!).

And we insist on having fun.

Starting this fall, our meetings will probably become more raucous. We’ll be 
busy recruiting (so expect a knock on your email if you’ve volunteered). Our 
committee will enthusiastically explore ways to highlight our guests, our 
shared interests, and our special history. Please join us if you’re in town.

You may notice we have a happy band of lunatics Division Heads, Chairman’s 
staff, officers, and some amazingly capable area heads in place (with many 
more to come!). If you have ideas for what we can do to make the Worldcon 
better, more insightful, more visionary, and particularly more fun, we want 
to hear from you.

Email and post

If you are going to be sending a long, complicated message that should be 
saved or archived, please ask that it be posted to the committee web pages. 
We want to remember things from one day to the next!

Avoid personality-driven messages

Please try not to respond to a posting in anger. We’re all working for a great 
Worldcon, and we care. Sometimes, that means we become too emotional, 
and that may result in snippy or sarcastic notes. If you find yourself getting 
upset, cool down before posting.

Use the Web resources

We now have a committee web site available where we’ll post as much relevant 
information as we can. You’ll find lists of who’s who there, as well as all of the 
information we are developing to run the convention. If you have suggestions 
or need help with using the site, email webmaster@noreascon.org for assistance.

Remember confidentiality

Our goal is not to keep anything “triple super secret” from the outside world. 
But we do want to be able to work, make crazy suggestions, and develop 
half-baked ideas without having them under public scrutiny right away. We 
ask that you keep materials on the web site and this email bounce (as well 
as any divisional email lists) private to the committee. Please do not quote 
anyone outside the committee without their permission.

When in doubt, ask

If you don’t see it, know it, understand it, and so on…ask. If you don’t know 
who to ask, try your area head/division head first. While we don’t believe 
that all knowledge is contained in the N4 Committee, a lot of it is.

When in trouble, yell for help

For many of us, the cardinal rule of creating a cooperative venture like a 
Worldcon is that we’re all in this together. If you can’t do something, tell 
someone. If you need help, ask for it. If we don’t know it’s broken, we can’t 
help you fix it.

We’ll send this reminder out occasionally, and we’ll all work toward ensuring 
a congenial, productive online environment for building Noreascon Four. To 
see a list of people currently working on the convention, look at the committee 
web page.
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Our Progress Reports will probably continue to look a lot like a really 
top-notch fanzine (edited, as they are, by a pair of really top-notch faneds): 
you’ll read about our guests (from their own pens and from their friends 
and admirers), our history, our members, and the state of our committee. 
We think the PRs should also be historic documents – and that’s why Greg 
Bear’s speech from last year’s Worldcon is included here.

We want to use other methods to keep in touch with you, too.

Visit our web site (www.noreascon.org), look at our web log (noreascon4.
blogspot.com), or email us (info@noreascon.org) and tell us your own crazy 
ideas. We probably won’t be able to use all of them – but we want to hear 
them. Your visions can catch us on fire.

And on Labor Day weekend in 2004, we’ll all get together for some solid fun.

As Victor Borge said, “Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.”

Deb.sig

It had to be a linguistics professor who said that it’s man’s  

ability to use language that makes him the dominant species 

on the planet. That may be. But I think there’s one other  

thing that separates us from animals. We aren’t afraid of 

vacuum cleaners.

– Jeff Stilson
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Give a person a fish, and you feed them for a day. Teach  

a person to use the Internet, and they won’t bother you  

for weeks. 

– Anonymous
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Notes for the Noreascon Four  
Convention Committee Mailing List

Greetings, everyone,

This message will be sent out periodically to help acculturate new folks 
using our electronic mail lists and committee web site into how we’d like 
to operate. Please review this carefully, as we’d like everyone working in the 
same way.

Identify yourself

Please make sure that your email identifies you by name. It is difficult to 
know how to respond to someone named “DuckGod@aol.com” if we’re not 
sure who that is. (Most email programs will allow you to set up a signature 
or signature file. If yours doesn’t, please sign your mail if your identity is not 
clear from the address.)

Consider responding privately

If a message that you are writing is really aimed at just one other person, 
please send him/her/it private mail, where you can. We’d like to keep the 
committee list somewhat uncluttered (this will be important later, when we 
have more con traffic).

Try to stay on topic

Okay, when you have a group of fans on an email bounce, the topic can 
change with lightning speed. But we’re going to try get work done, so it’s 
best if we try to stay goal-directed. Try to combine smart-assed comments 
with real information in order to keep this bounce useful. (And no, this does 
not mean that all real information must have an accompanying smart-assed 
comment.)

Minimize quotations

Please avoid quoting an entire message so that you can add “Me, too” to the 
end of it. Quote the relevant sections, and delete extras. This helps a lot with 
long messages.
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For Immediate Release

Aquatic invasion has Boston on 
high alert; supertankers, sailors 
make way for ducklings

A “floating flock of bathtub toys,” including the battered, salt- and  

sun-bleached remains of a flotilla of 29,000 rubber duckies, is expected 

to wash in to the shoreline of New England over the next few weeks, note 

oceanographers.

The duckies, which escaped from a container ship on a China to Seattle 

run in 1992, have made an 11-year trans-Arctic journey to reach Boston— 

only to discover they are more than a year *early* for Noreascon Four.

Floating along the Alaska coast, through the Bering Strait, wafting past 

Iceland, and drifting over the sink point of the Titanic, the yellow avian 

tub-buddies have continued their arduous journey, only to be disappointed 

at the end.

“We left in 1992, when we heard from our buddies at the Peabody Hotel in 

Orlando that Boston had started a new bid for a Worldcon,” quacked one 

anonymous fannish floater. “I don’t think you understand how long a trip 

that is for a rubber duckie with no bubble bath.”*

*  Okay, so rubber duckies can’t talk. But if they could, they might have said that.

Party kit restocking notes. If you have a few minutes and notice any obvi-
ously missing stuff or stuff on which the kit is running low, jot a note down 
and put it in the inside of the kit, on top of everything.

Checked baggage goes to Sri Lanka. Keep all sales records, forms, cash, 
checks, charge slips, etc., with you personally. Do not let them get on a plane 
as checked baggage. (For that matter, the cash is more expendable than 
losing the names of presupporters. Please remember this if you’re mugged.)

After the convention. Send all of the information about new pre-supporting 
and friends memberships to Bonnie Atwood (or give them to her in person) 
not more than one week after the convention. Turn in your expense/income 
report to the MCFI treasurer, together with charge slips, checks and cash:

•  total number of pre-supporting or friends memberships sold
•  total dollar value of non-membership sales
•  total cost of the party supplies (with receipt)
•  receipt for the cost of one room night’s rental for your hotel room (or the 

room in which the party was held)

•   Party Guide

Noreascon 4 Mad Scientists Ann Broomhead and Gay Ellen Dennett.
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Curtis Ebbesmeyer of Seattle, a retired oceanographer who has been track-

ing the toys’ progress, told CNN that “Some kept going, some turned and 

headed to Europe.” Ebbesmeyer did not speculate on whether the small 

contingent of European-bound duckies was hoping to reach Glasgow in time 

for Interaction in 2005.

Although the duckies might be early, they will be able to get Noreascon 

Four memberships before the next rate increase, due October 1, 2003.

Any wayward rubber duckies arriving at Torcon3, the 2003 Worldcon in 

Toronto next month, will be able to buy their memberships at the Noreascon 

Four table in the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.

Boston-bound ducks, fans, alien life forms, and others with a credit  

card may purchase memberships online at the Noreascon Four web site, 

http://www.noreascon.org

And, of course, everyone can feel free to write us at our postal address, 

above.

Any rumor that Noreascon Four plans to deliberately re-release the stalwart 

duckies into the Gulf Stream in 2005, aimed at the United Kingdom, is a 

base, um, canard.

###

•   29,000 Rubber Duckies Press Release
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A computer once beat me at chess, but it was no match for me 

at kick boxing. 

– Emo Philips
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Remember to do the outside of the room, too. Use party pointers, door signs, 
carefully affixed lights, etc., to make clear where the party is.

Get ice. If you are throwing a smallish party, you might not want to fill up 
your bathtub. You might need that later. We hope. But do fill ice buckets, 
sinks, etc. If you’re in one of those icky old hotels with no counter space in 
the bathroom, the tub may be your only real option. Be sure to locate the 
cups near the ice and drinks.

Oh, NO! I Forgot….

So you forgot something? Don’t panic. If what you’ve forgotten is a knife or a 
trash bag, etc., the hotels can be your best friend. All you need to do, often, 
is ask at the front desk and they’ll help you get what you need. If it’s equip-
ment from the hotel, make sure you return it as promptly as possible. There 
isn’t a hotel in the world that won’t give you a trash bag if you ask for one.

If you need copies done of something at the last minute, hotels will often 
make up to about 20 copies of something for a hotel guest (that’s 20 single 
pages). This is really an emergency-only situation, but looking pitiful and 
very, very sad helps. Practice this in front of a mirror.

The concierge is the best source for someone who knows where everything 
is. They can tell you about the cheapest grocery stores, restaurants, copy 
centers, etc.

General Notes

Remember to tip. Depending upon the state of your room after a party, a  
$5-$10 tip is appropriate. If you use a bellman for getting stuff up to your 
room, a $5-$10 tip is also appropriate. Both of these will vary with the 
amount of work you’re asking them to do. Get rid of leftovers. If you have 
anything more than a piece of cheese and a tablespoon of Coke left,  
consider taking the remains (well, the stuff you won’t eat or drink) down to 
the con suite.

Repack the party kit. Don’t pack leftovers. Leftover cups and napkins should 
be left behind (yes, it’s probably wasteful…but in both cases, we’d only throw 
’em out when we got ’em back to the clubhouse anyway). Leftover chocolate 
should be packed in your own stuff or left in the con suite. If that party kit 
sits on the tarmac in Atlanta in July, the chocolate will trash it when it melts.



Boston in 2004  
Party Guide

Dear Agent Double-Oh Four:

Your mission is to run an exciting, 
well-stocked party that will allow 
the uninformed fen a chance to learn 
more about us and will entice the more informed members of the  
community to vote for us.

This guide is designed to make general suggestions that may be helpful. It is 
not designed to be the end-all to party-running. Impeding your creativity is 
the last thing we want to do. Before we get into the lists and stuff, just a few 
general notes:

1. Don’t exhaust yourself so much with party preparation that you don’t 
have the energy to be a good host.

2. If you try to tape it up three times and it keeps falling down, find another 
place for it.

3. Do it the easy way, unless the hard way yields significant results.

4. Don’t break yourself. Stuff is replaceable. You aren’t.

5. Death to flamingoes.

In short, unless you’re only responsible for putting the room together (and 
not being the host), remember that your interaction with people who’ve 
come to the party is just as important (if not more important) than how 
good the room looks. This doesn’t mean that you should ignore appear-
ances (they’re important in our overall image – and we don’t want to appear 
slovenly). It does mean that you don’t kill yourself over the “cool” factor.
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Miscellaneous Stuffness

•  Cups (for 2-liter bottles) should be in the 7-8 oz. size. For the average 
party, 50 or so should do.

•  Disposable, tin-foiled style trays and such (available at grocery stores) 
for serving. If you use paper-style plates, get some with substance. Buy a 
small quantity of good ones, rather than a larger package of yuckies.

•  Napkins should be a small quantity of attractive cocktail napkins. Don’t 
be tempted to buy the gazillion-count large size and bring them back. 
Napkins do not travel well. It’s best to replace them with each shopping 
run.

•  Spiffy toothpicks with the frillies – but only if appropriate for the food 
you’re serving. They’re nice in cheese, but wasted in most other settings.

•  You might want to get nuts, if you have a craving. Get a small container, 
if so. Smokehouse almonds, etc., are a good choice. Avoid chips, pretzels, 
and so forth – they’re often greasy, usually don’t sell well, and not our 
schtick.

Decorations & room setup

Remember that you need: (1) space for a table or sales area, (2) flat surfaces 
for putting foodish stuff on, (3) some comfort for seating, (4) space in the 
bathroom for sodas & ice, etc. If the room has a desk, consider setting up 
a sales area there, but don’t limit yourself. We’ve used little cocktail tables, 
large cardboard boxes covered, and even just hotel beds as sales areas (no 
wise cracks about that last) in the past.

Decorations should never reduce the available flat space, should not hinder 
easy movement in a room, should not damage the hotel’s walls or furniture, 
and should be easy to remove when you’re dog tired.

Rooms were made to be re-arranged.

Hide your own stuff. Make sure you’ve put away anything that might get in 
the way (phones, TV remotes, paperwork from the hotel, etc.) before you 
begin to decorate.

Use tablecloths effectively. They can dress up a room faster than almost 
anything.

If you tape materials to walls, use masking tape or 3M products only.

Never, ever, ever use sprinklers.
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Fruit

•  This is finger fruit: grapes, berries, cherries, etc.
•  Never, ever get apples…even if cut up, they turn brown and yechy.
•  Avoid bananas…they get squishy.

Soda & Juice

•  2-liter bottles. For the average party, buy:
 •  3 Coke
 •  3 Diet Coke
 •  1 Ginger ale
 •  1 Seltzer (or the equivalent in 1-liters)
 •  1 Orange/raspberry/grape/whatever

• Juices usually get sucked down pretty fast, especially in dry hotels.
 •  Orange
 •  Apple
 •  Spiffy mixed flavors like the Raspberry whatchamacallit
 •  Cranberry (it all has sugar or NutraSweet)

Beer or Wine

This one will get discussed ahead of time. Before making any alcohol  
decisions, be sure to find out if the con has a corkage waiver. Even so, many 
cons don’t have “wet” parties, and it’s best to ask around before making a 
faux pas.

If you are going to get beer or 
wine, remember:

•  Try to get good beers from 
New England (Sam Adams, 
Harpoon, etc.)

•  Try to find plastic glasses 
appropriate to the drink
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Shopping Runs

So. You’re in a strange place, you have some money, and you want to go 
shopping for the party.

A couple of general rules: (1) try to get more for less, but don’t cut on quality; 
(2) convenience stores will hose you on price; (3) if you can’t find the brands 
you’re familiar with, go for something similar and local.

Please try to keep to your budget, so that we may be sure we’re not over-
spending. If you believe you will need more money, ask before you go.

Stuff to get for the party:

Sweets

•  Cookies
•  Brownies
•  Small, one-serving pastries
•  Candies
•  Chocolates (M&Ms, malt balls, almost anything in quantity, bridge mix)
•  Gum drops, jelly beans, etc.
•  Gummy sharks are right out
•  Gummy aliens are tres cool
•  petit fours, etc.P

Cheese

•  Pre-cubed cheddar, swiss, monterey jack, etc.
•  Avoid heavily flavored cheeses
•  Wicked avoid garlic cheese – the room will smell of it
•  If not pre-cubed, get a block which can be cut
•  Crackers are fine…don’t over-buy. More people will just eat the cheese 

and skip the crackers. In fact, so can you.
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